
Mid-Series 
Comptroller-Imposed Town Name Changes 

on National Bank Notes 

Purpose and Introduction 

There were eight instances when the Comptroller’s office imposed mid-series town name changes 

on bank titles. They resulted from renamed towns, merged or annexed towns, and renamed post offices. 

This option for clarifying the location of a bank occasionally was used when the bankers did not apply for 

a formal title change to reflect the fact that the name of their town had changed. The purpose of this section 

is to document all of them. 

Comptroller-imposed town name changes technically classify as title changes and showed up on 

the notes without involvement of the bankers. The mid-series changes treated here are a subset of this class. 

The protocol for handling all Comptroller-imposed town name changes was to discreetly enter the 
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Figure 1. New Tacoma and Tacoma merged on January 7, 1884, to become Tacoma. New 

Tacoma, population 4,000, was the terminus of the Northern Pacific Railroad on 

Commencement Bay. Tacoma City, or Old Tacoma, population 400, was a settlement a 

short distance to the north. Not only was the town name changed in the postal location, but 

also the American Bank Note Company logo was replaced when this plate was altered as a 

result of this Comptroller-imposed mid-series town name change in 1887, the second of its 

kind. 
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new town in the postal location. The postal location is written in script on the left side of title blocks on 

national bank notes. This had the effect of adding the new town name to the existing title. 

Generally, these actions were taken when the bankers applied for extensions to their charters. New 

plates had to be ordered anyway so the new town could be placed on them without extra expense. In 

contrast, the changes profiled here were carried out mid-series. 

The changeover data for the impacted banks appear on Table 1. Bank sheet serial numbering was 

consecutive between the old and new for all the Series of 1882 cases. In contrast bank sheet serial 

numbering restarted at 1 for the Series of 1902 occurrences. 

The existing plates were altered in all but the Cambridge and Mystic cases. The revised title simply 

appeared on a new 10-10-10-20 Original Series plate ordered in 1875 by the bankers in Cambridge. New 

plates of the same combinations previously in use were prepared for the Mystic bank. 

The discussion that follows is not in chronological order. Instead it walks through the cases in 

increasing degree of complexity, and ends with two banks that found themselves annexed into Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, during the Series of 1902. 

North White Creek/Cambridge, New York (1275) 

One of the earliest title changes in national banking history resulted from a Comptroller-imposed 

town name change on an Original Series 10-10-10-20 plate made in 1875 for The Cambridge Valley 

National Bank. 

The bank was established in a hamlet called North White Creek located 30 miles northeast of 

Albany and 10 miles in from the Vermont state line in the town of White Creek, New York, New York 

Figure 2. The people in the town of Geneva on Lake Geneva opted to change their town name 

to the more picturesque Lake Geneva, resulting in this mid-series Comptroller-imposed town 

name change in 1902. 
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towns are sprawling areas usually defined as townships elsewhere so White Creek extended from North 

White Creek eastward to the Vermont state line. Immediately adjacent to North White Creek to the west 

was the hamlet of Cambridge situated on the eastern edge of the town of Cambridge. 

The bank was chartered June 14, 1865, as a conversion of a state bank. Next in 1866, the hamlets 

of North White Creek and Cambridge merged to form the village of Cambridge. Two thirds of the village 

of Cambridge consisted of North White Creek with its business center that hosted the bank. 

By the time the hamlets merged, the bank was issuing Original Series notes from 1-1-1-2 and 5-5-

5-5 plates. The listing for the bank was changed from North White Creek to Cambridge between the 1867 

and 1868 in the annual reports of the Comptroller of the Currency, revealing that the Comptroller’s office 

was well-aware of the change in the name of the town. 

This situation called for renaming the bank to reflect its new postal location. However, there was 

no provision in national banking law to provide for title changes, so the annual reports simply listed 

Cambridge as the location of the bank, but the notes continued to carry the name North White Creek, a 

name that had vanished. 

The management of the bank ordered a 10-10-10-20 plate in 1875, that came through as an Original 

Series with a plate date of August 25, 1875. The ordering clerk in the Comptroller’s office specified the 

postal location as Cambridge, so he had in essence given the bank a mid-series title change. The new title 

was The Cambridge Valley National Bank, Cambridge, a title that appeared on the remainder of the plates 

Figure 3. The use of Cambridge instead of North White Creek for the Post Office location on a newly ordered 

Original Series 10-10-10-20 plate for this bank in 1875 constituted a Comptroller-imposed title change. The 

$20 illustrated is from a proof lifted from the plate after it had been altered into its Series of 1875 form at the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Photo of the Original Series $1 note is from the Heritage Auction Archives. 
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made for the bank through the Series of 1929 type 2 issues. The bankers had not requested the change so it 

is doubtful they knew anything had happened until the $10 and $20 notes began to arrive at the bank. 

Other bankers who actively pursued title changes or moves back then had to obtain an act or 

resolution of Congress to authorize the change. This cumbersome process was invoked until May 1, 1886, 

when Congress, tiring of such trivial legislative requests, finally passed an act giving the Comptroller 

authority to allow bank name changes and short distance moves. 

The North White Creek/Cambridge change did not result from such an act or resolution, but rather 

was the result of the language on the plate order that better specified the location of the bank. It occurred 

under Comptroller John Jay Knox’s watch, who served as Comptroller from April 25, 1872 to April 30, 

1884. It is doubtful that Knox even knew of the clerical change, and if he did, probably thought little of it. 

Certainly, no one in the Treasury Department or Congress was aware of it or cared. 

Bank title changes were not listed in the annual reports of the Comptroller of the Currency until 

1907. I have used the earliest plate date on plates bearing new titles as a proxy for the earlier title change 

dates. The plate date on the Cambridge 10-10-10-20 plate is August 25, 1875. Neither the postal location 

nor plate dates on the existing 1-1-1-2 or 5-5-5-5 plates were altered to reflect the change. 

North Auburn/Auburn, Nebraska (3343) 

Two adjacent rival towns in Nemaha County in the southeast corner of Nebraska, namely Sheridan 

to the north and Calvert to the south of the Burlington and Missouri Railroad tracks, merged in 1882 to 

become Auburn. Each had its own business district, so post offices were retained in each. The post offices 

were respectively renamed North and South Auburn. Gradually the North Auburn post office became the 

dominant entity, and eventually in 1919, the South Auburn post office was discontinued and replaced by a 

contract office. 

Table 1. Mid-series sheet changeover data for all cases where the Comptroller of the Currency's office imposed town name
changes by updating the post office locations on national bank note face plates.
Banks are listed in chronological order of the certification dates on the proofs bearing the new title.

Impacted Sheet Sheet Plate Date Certification
Ch # Old/New Post Office Old/New Bank Name Series Combination Serials After Change Date Cause

1275 North White Creek NY Cambridge Valley NB Orig 1-1-1-2a 1-3000
Orig 5-5-5-5a 1-8000

Cambridge Cambridge Valley NB Orig 10-10-10-20b 1-1900 Aug 25, 1875 1875 Towns merged

2924 New Tacoma WAT Tacoma NB 82BB 10-10-10-20 1-325
Tacoma Tacoma NB 82BB 10-10-10-20 326-1355 Apr 13, 1883c May 12, 1887 towns merged

645 Mystic River CT Mystic River NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 1-4300
82BB 10-10-10-20 1-6420

Mystic Mystic River NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 4301-6001 Feb 14, 1899d Mar 1, 1899 post office renamed
82BB 10-10-10-20 6421-10307 Feb 14, 1899d Mar 1, 1899 post office renamed

3135 Geneva WI First NB of Lake Geneva 82BB 5-5-5-5 1-3112
Lake Geneva First NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 3113-3852 Feb 18, 1884c Apr 19, 1902 town name changed

3343 North Auburn NE First NB of Auburn 82BB 5-5-5-5 1-3250
Auburn First NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 3251-4065 May 20, 1885c Apr 25, 1902 post office renamed

1183 Great Falls NH Somersworth NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 1-9700
82BB 10-10-10-20 1-1660

Somersworth Somersworth NB 82BB 5-5-5-5 9701-10901 Apr 7, 1885e Aug 27, 1902 post office renamed
82BB 10-10-10-20 6161-7316 Apr 7, 1885e Aug 28, 1902 post office renamed

198 Allegheny PA First NB 02DB 10-10-10-20 1-4000
Pittsburgh First NB of Allegheny 02DB 5-5-5-5 1-30540 Feb 25, 1903e Mar 18, 1909 annexation

02DB 10-10-10-20 1-16430 Feb 25, 1903e Mar 15, 1909 annexation

776 Allegheny PA Second NB 02PB 5-5-5-5 1-6000
02PB 10-10-10-20 15501-19500f

Pittsburgh Second NB of Allegheny 02PB 5-5-5-5 1-51253 Jan 7, 1905e Dec 20, 1917 annexation
02PB 10-10-10-20 1-30658 Jan 7, 1905e Dec 20, 1917 annexation

a. Postal location on 1-1-1-2 and 5-5-5-5 combinations not altered from North White Creek to Cambridge and the plates  continued to be used after the change.
b. New plate combination with Cambridge in postal location
c. Plate date was not changed. This is the date of charter.
d. New plate made. This is the date of the title change.
e. Plate date was not changed. This is the date of extension.
f. Beginning sheet serial number uncertain, could be 14501.
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The First National Bank of Auburn (3343), chartered in 1885, was situated in the North Auburn 

business district. The first plate made for it in 1885, a Series of 1882 5-5-5-5, displayed the post office as 

North Auburn in script within the title block, so the title of the bank was effectively The First National 

Bank of Auburn, North Auburn. The bankers had not included North Auburn as part of their title, so the 

language on this first plate constituted a Comptroller imposed town name change. 

New Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 and 50-100 plates made for the bank in 1900 and 1901, utilized 

traditional title blocks where the title appeared as The First National Bank of Auburn with Auburn repeated 

as the post office location. Mail going to the bank by that time was addressed to Auburn. 

In a highly unusual move, the postal location on the 5-5-5-5 plate was altered from North Auburn 

to Auburn during November 1902, to bring that plate into conformity with the 10-10-10-20 and 50-100. 

Bank sheet serial numbering on the $5 Auburn sheets progressed sequentially from those with the North 

Auburn layout. The changeover $5 Series of 1882 brown back bank sheet serials were 3250/3251. This 

represented yet another Comptroller-imposed town name change. 

Mystic River/Mystic, Connecticut 

This is going to turn out to be a bit of a geography lesson because the thing that makes the Mystic, 

Connecticut, tale so interesting is that the names of the settlements there were renamed, and the renaming 

occurred during the note issuing period. 

I recommend that you get acquainted with the accompanying modern map. Find Mystic, West 

Mystic and Old Mystic. 

As you can see, present day Mystic is located at the mouth of a prominent, protected estuary called 

the Mystic River that discharges into Long Island Sound. The Mystic River is formed by the convergence 

of a few small streams at the north end of the estuary near Old Mystic. 

The eastern tip of Long Island is off the map to the south. This perfect setting caused the Mystic 

Figure 4. The 

First National 

Bank of Auburn 

was located in 

the North 

Auburn business 

district. The 5-5-

5-5 Series of 1882 

plate was 

modified in 1902 

to reflect a 

change in the 

name of the post 

office to Auburn. 
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region to be settled early as a farming area during the colonial era. Shipbuilding evolved into an important 

industry at the southern end of the estuary during the early 1800s, so six shipyards were active during the 

century. 

A small whaling fleet called the place home, but whaling activities ceased in 1860. Shipbuilding 

continued, but the conversion from wooden to steel hulls doomed the industry there in the late 1800s 

because the Mystic River was too shallow to accommodate the drafts of heavier ships. 

Textile manufacturing ascended as the primary industry in the latter part of the 1800s, but that industry 

had succumbed by the mid-20th century. 

The charm of the place, and its proximity to Long Island and New York, assured that it eventually 

would develop into one of Connecticut’s primer tourist Meccas. The place began to be discovered in the 

1930s. Now tourism is the backbone of the economy, and, of course, the focus is on the lore of the sea, and 

the shipbuilding and whaling history associated with it. 

The wealthy sail to its port in their grand yachts, while the plebeians ply its crowded shops from 

their cars in the summer months. One highlight for all is the Charles W. Morgan, a full-masted 1841 vintage 

whaler that originally was salvaged, restored and preserved by Col. Edward Green, one of American’s most 

prodigious collectors, and the source of most of the number 1 Series of 1929 sheets and notes in your 

collections. The ship is the last of its kind. 

The Morgan was brought to Mystic on a barge in unseaworthy condition exactly a hundred years 

after it was built. It arrived November 8, 1941, a month before Pearl Harbor. The boat had languished at 

New Bedford, Massachusetts, following the death of the Colonel in 1936, so upon arriving in Mystic, it 

once again had to be refurbished. 

Now we have to negotiate the naming of the settlements and post offices in the Mystic area. 

Connecticut has towns and villages. Connecticut towns are comparable to townships elsewhere in the 

Northeast. They are large, interlocking political subdivisions that date from the Colonial era. The town of 

Groton occupies the region to the west of the estuary, and Stonington is to the east. 

Population centers that developed within the sprawling towns are called villages or cities, and they 

often have post offices named after them. Some cities have charters granted by the state legislature or even 

by the towns in which they reside. However, many Connecticut villages are unincorporated. 

Figure 5. Modern map showing the 

current place names and locations 

in the Mystic area of Connecticut. 

Long Island Sound and Long 

Island lie to the south beyond 

Fishers Island. At the time of the 

Comptroller-imposed town name 

change for The Mystic River 

National Bank, Old Mystic was 

called Mystic, Mystic was called 

Mystic Bridge and the eastern part 

of West Mystic was called Mystic 

River. The bank was located in 

West Mystic, which had a post 

office of that name, but the 

Comptroller’s office used Mystic 

for the post office location on the 

new plates! 
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Modern day Mystic and West Mystic are unincorporated. Instead, they jointly comprise a fire 

district respectively carved from the towns of Stonington and Groton. 

What is now shown as Mystic on the map originally was called Mystic Bridge. Mystic Bridge had 

long been an important commercial settlement on the east side of the Mystic River. The sister settlement of 

Mystic River, on the west side, also is an old and prominent commercial center. 

The first village to be called Mystic was located along the banks of Whitford Brook just above 

where it flows into the estuary. That area was predominantly agricultural so the town lost influence as 

Mystic Bridge and Mystic River captured the bulk of the sea-based trade. 

Mystic River lost its post office in 1887, and was served by the post office at Mystic Bridge for the 

next three years. 

All three villages were renamed in 1890. Mystic Bridge became Mystic. Mystic became Old 

Mystic. The post offices were renamed Mystic and Old Mystic accordingly. 

West Mystic was carved from Mystic River, and included all the prime water frontage there. A new 

post office was established in West Mystic that operated until 1976. Mystic River, without a post office, 

gradually disappeared from maps during the 20th century. 

The newly defined, but unincorporated, villages of Mystic and West Mystic flourished, and U. S. 

Highway 1 was built through them. Old Mystic became a backwater served by state roads. 

Figure 6. New plates were belatedly made in 1899 after Mystic River lost its post office. 

Notice that Mystic replaced Mystic River in the script postal location. However, the actual 

new name for the village where the bank resided was West Mystic. Mystic was across the 

estuary. 
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The Mystic River National Bank was granted charter 645 in 1864, and issued through to the end of 

the national bank note era in 1935. It was on the north side of Main Street near the corner of Bank Street 

within sight of the water. 

The bank was in the part of Mystic River that was split off to form West Mystic in 1890. The 

bankers were issuing Series of 1882 brown backs at that time, and they didn’t apply for a title change to 

reflect their renamed location. 

What happened in this most interesting case was that the Comptroller’s office belatedly imposed a 

town name change on the bankers in 1899 to reflect the fact that they had lost their post office in 1887. The 

Comptroller’s office wanted their notes to better reveal where the bank was situated. 

However, the situation on the ground was not clear from the distance of Washington, DC, so Mystic 

instead of West Mystic was mistakenly substituted for Mystic River as the postal location on the new plates. 

This anomaly belied the fact that bank actually was in West Mystic and was served by the West Mystic 

post office. The title of the bank on the new notes came out as The Mystic River National Bank, Mystic. 

New plates were made to reflect the change. This was unprecedented for mid-series Comptroller-

imposed changes. The normal protocol was to simply replace the old postal location with the new on the 

existing plates. 

The new plates carried a new plate date of February 14, 1899, which was the date when the new 

title went into effect, and the Treasury signatures were updated from Bruce-Wyman to Lyons-Roberts to 

conform to the new date. Both of these occurrences also were unprecedented that gave the situation the 

appearance of a formal title change. 

However, because the title wasn’t petitioned for by the bankers, the new plates were not treated as 

formal title change plates. Instead, they were considered to be replacement plates. Plate lettering advanced 

sequentially to the new plates, rather than restarting at A for each denomination as was usual for formal 

title change plates. Also, bank sheet serial numbering progressed sequentially from the old to new printings, 

just as would have occurred if the plates had been replacements. 

The changeover serial numbers between the Series of 1882 brown back Mystic River and Mystic 

printings were 5-5-5-5 at sheets 4300/4301 and 10-10-10-20 at sheets 6420/6421. 

Neither the bankers nor Comptroller ever corrected the location on the notes, so all the subsequent 

Series of 1902 and 1929 notes issued from the bank show the location as Mystic! 

Somersworth/Great Falls, New Hampshire 

Somersworth, New Hampshire, was a town organized under state law. However, there were three 

villages within the town with Great Falls being the commercial district with hotels, banks, stores and a post 

office. Our focus will be on one of the banks there; specifically, The Somersworth National Bank (1183). 

Figure 7. The Series of 1902 notes from The Mystic River National Bank prominently 

displayed Mystic in the title block. The bankers ordered engraved signatures on their Series 

of 1902 10-10-10-20 G-H-I-C replacement plate. 
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Figure 8. The bankers submitted the title “The Somersworth National Bank of 

Somersworth,” which appears on the Series of 1875 proof. Next, upon extension in 1885, the 

Comptroller’s clerks had Great Falls placed in the postal location on the Series of 1882 plate, 

because that was the name of the post office in the village within Somersworth where the 

bank was located. The Great Falls post office was renamed Somersworth when Somersworth 

became a city in 1893, so in 1902 the Comptroller’s clerks belatedly replaced Great Falls 

bringing the title full circle. 
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The story for charter 1183 is the best documented of the mid-series title changes thanks to an 

explanation a conscientious clerk wrote on one of the ledger pages for the bank. The tale is intertwined with 

what happened with the competing First National Bank of Great Falls (1180). 

The Comptroller had the postal location changed from Somersworth to Great Falls on the first set 

of Series of 1882 plates for charter 1183. This caused the title to became The Somersworth National Bank, 

Great Falls, in 1885 when the bank received its first 20-year corporate extension. 

Next, the state legislature granted Somersworth city status on February 24, 1893, rendering the 

name Great Falls an historic artifact. Nine years later, the other bank in town—The Great Falls National 

Bank (1180)—applied for a formal title change to become The First National Bank of Somersworth. This 

title was approved by the Comptroller September 16, 1902. 

At the same time, the Comptroller ordered the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to change the 

postal location from Great Falls to Somersworth on the Series of 1882 plates then in use for The 

Somersworth National Bank, Great Falls (1183). This assured consistency and recognized that the post 

office address for both banks had in fact changed to Somersworth. 

This second Comptroller-imposed town name change for charter 1183, returned the title to the one 

originally provided by the bankers; specifically, The Somersworth National Bank. This case was 

sufficiently noteworthy that one of the Comptroller’s clerks wrote the following entry in the ledger for the 

bank. 
The title of this bank was changed Sept 16, 1902 from Somersworth NB of Great Falls to Somersworth 

NB of Somersworth. No new plate was engraved but the old plate was altered to conform to the change of 

title and the bank numbers of the notes continued serially. The first delivery of the altered plate was made 

Oct 1, 1902 and commenced with 9701 of plate 5.5.5.5 and 6161 of plate 10.10.10.20 (Comptroller of the 

Currency, 1863-1935). 

All that was changed on the plates was the script postal location in the title block, but notice that it 

was described as a title change. 

Allegheny Annexation 

There were only two mid-series Comptroller-imposed town name changes caused by annexations. 

Both were within the Series of 1902 and both involved banks in Allegheny, Pennsylvania; specifically, The 

First National Bank (198) and The Second National Bank (776). Allegheny was swallowed by Pittsburgh 

in 1907, an event that was viewed as political connivance by most of its citizens. A public referendum on 

the annexation was held June 12, 1906 in which both the citizens of Pittsburgh and Allegheny were allowed 

to vote. The referendum passed because Pittsburgh had the larger population. It was challenged in court, 

but the citizens of Allegheny lost. 

The annexation swept The First and Second National Banks of Allegheny into Pittsburgh. Neither 

set of bank officers applied for a title change to celebrate the event. The Comptroller was immediately faced 

with having two First and two Second national banks in Pittsburgh! 

At first, the Comptroller’s clerks left the plates as was. Later, but at widely separated times, they 

caused the script post office location Allegheny to be altered to Pittsburgh on the plates for both. The first 

alteration occurred in 1909 on the 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plate for The First National Bank (198). 

Next, the First and Second nationals of Allegheny consolidated in 1915, under the title The Second 

National Bank of Allegheny (776). Then, in 1917, the 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plates for 

The Second National Bank (776) were altered to show Pittsburgh in the postal location. 

The subsequent Pittsburgh printings in both cases were treated as if formal title changes had 

occurred. Specifically, bank sheet serial numbering started over at 1 for each affected combination. 

The story of the titles for The Second National Bank was not finished. The title that appeared on 

the early Series of 1929 notes was The Second National Bank of Allegheny, Pittsburgh, which was the title 

that the Comptroller’s clerks hung on the bank back in 1917. The bankers tired of this cumbersome title by 

1930, so they finally applied for a formal title change to The Second National Bank of Pittsburgh. By then, 

the original Second National Bank of Pittsburgh (252) had been renamed First National Bank at Pittsburgh 

in 1918, so there was no conflict. 
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Figure 9. The plates for The First National Bank of Allegheny were altered during 1909, two years after 

Pittsburgh annexed Allegheny in a hostile takeover. Notice that Pittsburgh replaced Allegheny in the postal 

location. 

Figure 10. The Comptroller’s clerks had the script post office location altered to read 

Pittsburgh on the plates for The Second National Bank of Allegheny in 1917 after the First 

and Second National Banks had merged. 

Figure 11. The Comptroller-imposed town name change to Pittsburgh in 1917 

made its way prominently onto the Series of 1929 logotype plates prepared for 

The Second National Bank of Allegheny. There was no ambiguity that 

Pittsburgh was the town. 
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Plate Usage 

All printings that followed a mid-series Comptroller-imposed title change sported the new town 

name because the script postal locations on all the plates used to print notes for the affected banks were 

updated. The single exception was for the first such change; specifically, the North White Creek to 

Cambridge change in 1875. In that case, only the new 10-10-10-20 plate made at the time carried Cambridge 

as the town in the postal location. The 1-1-1-2 and 5-5-5-5 plates with North White Creek in script served 

concurrently until the bank was extended in 1885 when the three plates were canceled. 

Fate of Imposed Mid-Series Town Name Changes 

The mid-series procedure for imposing town name changes was burdensome. The Comptroller’s 

office had to actively initiate an order to have the Bureau of Engraving alter the existing plates for the bank 

or in one case prepare a new set of plates. Of course, the BEP suffered under the added work load imposed 

on them. This option was employed sparingly as a consequence. 

It was procedurally easier for all concerned to wait until the bankers extended the corporate life of 

their bank before imposing a town name change in the postal location on their plates. New series plates had 

to be ordered at that time so the change involved little more than a stroke of a pen on the plate order. This 

became the preferred option when bankers failed to apply for a formal title change to update the name of 

their town. The reality was that imposing town name changes either mid-series or at the time of extension 

never became a widely used tool. A common response in many cases involving annexations was to ignore 

the fact that the town name had changed and simply continue issuing notes with the obsolete title. 
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Figure 12. The bankers finally coughed up the application to have their title 

changed to The Second National Bank of Pittsburgh and the money to pay 

for a set of logotype plates in 1930 after living with the awkward The Second 

National Bank of Allegheny, Pittsburgh, title on their early 1929 notes. 
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